ABSTRACT We propose a token-based blockchain system that streamlines abstractions into a universal token structure. In the proposed system, each token has an identity that enables the implementation of specific rollbacks and governance that make 51% attacks unprofitable. Because the token-based bookkeeping method only verifies and updates the ownership within each transaction, the proposed system supports parallel expansion and cross-chain transactions without limit. The flexible authority management mechanism of the proposed system is regulatory-friendly, as the intensity of supervision and governance can be adapted to accommodate different application scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
Blockchain technology (BT) is an Internet database technology wherein each user has an equal right to compete for writing the database records. The database is considered a ledger; and bookkeeping refers to the actions of reading and writing the database. The first BT task is to identify the users who will act as bookkeeper in the next transaction cycle. Upon completion, the updated transaction data are then broadcast to the entire blockchain system. So, in each cycle, the database records are updated by a user; and then, at the end of the cycle, the new data are transmitted to every other node for updating. Thus, BT is referred to as a distributed ledger technology (DLT) [1] .
In 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto proposed the concept of blockchain and announced the first blockchain application: Bitcoin, a digital currency [2] . As the most advanced technology in the field of FinTech, blockchain has been closely linked to finance since its inception and is favored by capital markets. Regulatory agencies have expressed both keen interest and concern. As of 2018, prospects for implementing BT in finance remained unclear and challenging, primarily owing to a few specific factors [3] .
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The first reason entails strict requirements for system security and stability. By avoiding cumbersome clearing and settlement processes, BT substantially reduce transaction costs while improving transaction efficiency [4] . However, as the entire financial system is a function of its own stability and security, these attributes are top priority for banks and governments. Thus, if BT cannot guarantee absolute security and robust operation, then no other benefit or convenience will impress banks and regulators. According to Randal K. Quarles, the Vice Chair for Supervision, even central bank digital currencies are not immune to a broad range of risks with the potential to adversely affect financial stability.
Secondly, efficiency and compatibility issues limit the practical applications. Currently, with the exception of crossborder payments, banks have little incentive to implement blockchain applications. This situation reflects the difficulty of attempting to quickly replace traditional database technology that functions the infrastructure to large and complex systems. As a technology, BT is not yet mature enough to be easily available, and hence, not ideal. That said, the greatest motivation for banks to adopt BT is that it does not rely on trust between users. In multilateral, cross-border transactions, BT can compensate for a lack of intermediary coordinators and avoid counterparty risk by realizing parallelism using cross-chain technology [5] , [6] .
The third challenge to implement BT concern regulatory constraints. Two crucial factors in industry development are the attitudes and policies of regulators. Decentralization and autonomy conflict with the existing regulatory mechanism. While decentralization downplays regulatory function, autonomy weakens the effectiveness of national macroeconomic regulations. As blockchain research is still in its infancy, its principles and laws also lag in terms of their development. This lack of legal protection keeps banks on the sidelines.
To solve the aforementioned problems, we propose a novel public blockchain system based on tokens that includes the creation of a universal token structure, a token-based bookkeeping method, and a flexible authorization management mechanism. The performance of the proposed blockchain system is verified on its main net and is characterized by the following desirable features [7] .
A. SPECIFIC ROLLBACK
Each token has a standardized structure including an identity, which enables traders to track specific tokens such rollback of suspicious transactions can be executed locally and precisely, instead of conducting a global rollback. This attribute renders 51% attacks become unprofitable.
B. NATURAL PARALLELISM
The system allows any legitimate user to issue a customized token valued by the issuer. In theory, each user can issue tokens with no limits on the number of types. Token transactions only require verification of the operation and updating of the ownership. Furthermore, all operations are in natural parallelism.
C. REGULATORY FRIENDLINESS
The standardized token structure facilitates audits, and the token-based bookkeeping method makes it easy to track the circulation history of each token. The flexible authorization management mechanism can be adapted to invite regulatory departments to multi-sign and thus adjust the supervision intensity as appropriate, thereby realizing principle-based regulations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Relevant studies are discussed in Section II. The proposed tokenbased BT (TBBT) is described in Section III and details the universal token structure, token-based bookkeeping method, and the authorization management mechanism. In Section IV, a security analysis and performance evaluation are discussed. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK A. BOOKKEEPING METHODS

1) UNSPENT TRANSACTION OUTPUT (UTXO)
In the Bitcoin blockchain, if a user wants to pay another individual, then he or she must have obtained the money prior to the transaction, such as by mining or collecting a payment from someone else. The ''source of money'' is the transaction input and the ''whereabouts of the money'' is the output. Thus, the input of every current transaction corresponds to the output of the preceding transaction, and the output of the current transaction can be used as the input for the next transaction.
Compared with traditional bookkeeping, the Bitcoin blockchain adds two important pieces of information to its books: digital signatures and verification scripts. The bookkeeping method proposed by Nakamoto, Unspent Transaction Output (UTXO), refers to how only un-transmitted output can be termed as UTXO. To easily combine and segment the value, Bitcoin transactions were designed to incorporate multiple inputs and outputs. Generally, the input can be either a single relatively large UTXO of a previous transaction or several parallel smaller ones; however, the output corresponds to a maximum of two values: the payment and the change. When the payment amount is exactly equal to the transaction input amount, the output of change is not necessary.
2) ACCOUNT-BASED DESIGN Blockchain 1.0 is represented by Bitcoin and considers tokens a fungible currency. Thus, its functions are limited to the generation and trading of tokens. Given the poor scalability of Bitcoin, Ethereum's distributed ledgers chose to follow the ''account balance'' accounting method used in traditional finance, also known as account-based design. In this method, the transaction amount is deducted from the account balance of the payer after the transaction is completed, and the corresponding amount is added to the payee's account balance. Ethereum (ETH) is accepted as the representative Blockchain 2.0 technology and attempts to use it for operations other than simple currency trading have already commenced. Ethereum Request for Comment 20 (ERC #20) is a standard interface that allows any fungible token based on Ethereum to be used by other applications, from wallets to third-party exchanges. Ethereum also provides ERC #721, which supports the issuance and transactions for nonfungible tokens [8] , [9] .
There are two types of accounts in Ethereum: manual regular accounts that only indicate current ETH amounts, and smart accounts that store statuses and codes. When a corresponding message is received, the codes are executed, and the account status is updated. These smart accounts constitute carriers of Ethereum Smart Contracts [10] , [11] .
B. SECURITY ISSUES
Smart Contract (Szabo, 1994) [12] is a computer protocol designed to disseminate, validate, and enforce contracts in an information-based manner that enables traceable and irreversible transactions without third party intermediaries. Ethereum's smart contracts can be understood as eventdriven, stateful, and multi-approved programs that run on a trusted, shared blockchain book and can automatically process assets on the books under preset conditions. Used as programs, Ethereum's smart contracts can release individuals from arbitration and contract execution. Given the substantial increase in system scalability, smart contract technology has been adopted in most blockchains.
Problems in Ethereum smart contracts include contract programming solidity, compiler errors, Ethereum virtual machine errors, attacks on blockchain networks, invariability of program errors, and other undocumented attacks. The primary reason for the propensity for attack is that each user can write his/her own smart contracts and specifications. Thus, auditing is extremely complex for the system and timeconsuming for third parties. Furthermore, it is impossible to ensure that every user writes safe and effective contracts for use across the entire network [13] , [14] .
Additionally, EOS.IO is reputed to be a representative of Blockchain 3.0 and this platform still uses smart contract technology. Hence, it also suffers from the security risks encountered by Ethereum. Specifically, when EOS.IO went online in June 2018, its measured transactions per second (TPS) did not exceed 1000. Even now, the peak value is still stuck approximately 4000, which is far from the advertised million-level TPS [15] - [17] .
C. PARALLELISM AND CROSS-CHAIN TECHNOLOGIES DEVELOP SLOWLY
The current TPS of Ethereum does not exceed 100. Ethereum claims to use Plasma [18] , [19] , which operates on a smaller branch blockchain by only writing the final result to the main chain to increase the workload, and sharding [20] , [21] , which reduces the amount of recorded data that each node requires and increases the efficiency through parallel operations. However, the aforementioned frameworks have not yet been implemented. Plasma is a framework that enforces the execution of smart contracts under certain incentives. It can update statuses billions of times per second and could make the blockchain itself a hub for several decentralized applications (DAPPs) worldwide.
Smart contracts continue to operate autonomously through online transaction fees and ultimately rely on the underlying blockchain, such as Ethereum, to complete trading status updates. The main chain is the root of the tree, and the Plasma network corresponds to the branches and sends reports to the root, substantially reducing the pressure on the main chain.
All Plasma networks can issue their own tokens and motivate verifiers to maintain the fairness of the chain. Thus, computations are executed on the branches, and the main chain is only required to store the final results. This can significantly increase the TPS. The advantages of Plasma remain under debate owing to the difficulties involved in its implementation.
In simple terms, sharding divides the blockchain network into multiple shards wherein each shard runs independently, requires a significantly lower amount of data, and improves efficiency through parallel operations. Shards are not allowed to connect freely with other shards and must obey specific protocols to ensure that calculations are independent and synchronized among all shards. Implementing sharding is extremely complicated as it requires the establishment of a mechanism to determine a shard for each node and a simultaneous guarantee of synchronization and security.
With the tremendous recent developments in BT, numerous different blockchains have emerged, and their information isolation triggers the value-island effect of blockchains [22] - [26] . A cross-chain is similar to a bridge between two islands, which provides connections between different chains. In practice, the problem to be solved in a cross-chain is how to transfer a token from one chain to another. The process involves the transmission of information flow and the underlying value that should be accurately booked. Current mainstream cross-chain technologies include notary schemes, sidechains and relays, hash-locking, distributed private key control, and a combination of both notary and sidechain. These five types of cross-chain technologies share common challenges owing to low security and difficulty supporting multicurrency smart contracts. Still, BT is evolving rapidly, and new projects and various tokens are constantly emerging. Thus, the market is in urgent need of a safe, effective, and executable cross-chain solution [27] - [29] .
D. LIMITATION OF PRINCIPLE-BASED REGULATIONS
Regarding blockchain, commercial banks still focus on the payment field including how to use BT to simplify the payment and clearing process, reduce the error rate, improve efficiency, and decrease costs. This is especially true for cross-border transactions, which have long been considered a pain point for banks owing to the long process flow, high commission fees, and frequent interaction mistakes between agents.
The current BT acts as a blueprint for banks by proposing distributed accounting and a flat integrated clearing payment system that was built to break through the original trust framework and form a new, cryptography-based trust system. In addition to the payment field, banks are attempting to apply blockchain in data identification and asset management. For example, advantages related to timestamping, traceability, and tamper-proof characteristics are employed, and the blockchain can be used as the core customer database to ensure data integrity or to identify, authorize, and monitor assets in real time, thus improving asset management efficiency.
Qian Yao recently shared the design of Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) as a two-tiered system in which the two tiers correspond to a central bank and commercial banks using account-based and wallet-based forms, respectively. This involves enabling the legal digital currency to be integrated into a ''central bank-commercial bank'' dual system and reusing the existing mature financial infrastructure [30] .
Given the difficulties in docking with regulators, there are only a few existing financial scenarios in which BT are applied. The Monetary Authority of Singapore introduced a blockchain interbank payment system that was developed VOLUME 7, 2019 and commissioned by eight commercial banks. The Hong Kong Exchanges plans to launch a blockchain sharing service platform for stock registration, transfer, and information disclosure in 2018.
To truly serve the financial sector, BT must support the necessary principles of regulation. The three principles, namely, Know Your Customer (KYC), Know Your Business (KYB), and Customer Due Diligence (CDD), are critical components of international banking requirements. These principles also form the requirements of financial market supervision in developed countries. The basic principle is KYC, and the other two principles serve it. Thus, KYC forms the core of the three principles when doing business.
Regulators already face the task of managing large amounts of data. Therefore, regulators under BT will face several issues because the data of the entire network are open to regulatory departments. The problems for regulators involve handling decentralized data as a centralized organization and the lack of precise access to search and use the data [31] .
The challenge for the next generation of BT lies in its ability to effectively support principle-based regulations and whether BT can provide a truly safe, fast, and flexible public chain service and lay a solid foundation for the token economy [32] .
III. TOKEN-BASED BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY (TBBT)
The core of the novel TBBT comprises a universal token structure framework, a token-based bookkeeping method, a flexible token authorization management mechanism, and decentralization as a mining program. The proposed TBBT exhibits high security, high TPS, and regulatory friendliness.
A. UNIVERSAL TOKEN STRUCTURE
In our system, all real-world assets and certificates can be tokenized, and this implies digitization by issuing tokens. The tokens used correspond to nonfungible tokens (NFTs). A typical token structure is displayed in Figure 1 . As with fungible tokens (FTs), they are considered different tokens with different denominations belonging to the same domain, and thus comply with the universal token structure. All customized tokens issued by users satisfy the same structure. Specifically, each token contains only one domain name that corresponds to a specific domain, i.e., the classification to which the token belongs. The issuer also provides a token name and ensures that it is unique within the domain.
A token name typically denotes a special meaning. For example, the bar code of a product can be used as a naming rule that includes information about the country of origin and the manufacturer of the product.
The identity of the uniqueness of each token is determined by the domain name in conjunction with the token name. Additionally, ownership information is included, and a single token always has at least one owner. Thus, the design allows more than one owner to hold the same token. This attribute is particularly valuable in addressing real-life problems such as those detailed in a subsequent section of this study. The final component is the attribute pair. According to issuers, each token can contain one or more attribute pairs, each of which consists of a key and a corresponding value. For example, for fungible tokens, the denomination is one of the basic attribute pairs, that is, the key is the denomination, and the value is the specific denomination amount.
B. AUTHORIZATION MANAGEMENT
The domain of each token defines the corresponding authorization management. Whenever a user initiates an operation on a token, the system must first check the legality of the operation. Specifically, if the sum of the weights of the users who agree and sign on the operation reaches (i.e., is equal to or greater than) the weight threshold T required for a certain token, then the operation is approved. Otherwise, the user receives a rejection.
Additionally, W denotes the weight of the group for the operation type, and S denotes the weight of the group agreeing and signing on the specific operation. For each group, every member also exhibits an inner-group weight (wt). When the sum weight of the approving members (A) reaches the inner-group threshold (t) required for the group to approve the operation, then the entire group is considered in agreement with the operation, i.e., S = W . Otherwise,
0, user j rejects the operation wt j , user j approves the operation The system contains three types of permissions in authorization management: Issue, Transfer, and Manage. Issue is the right to issue a token in the domain. Transfer is the right to transfer a token in the domain. Manage is the right to modify the domain and includes Authorization Management and other parameters. Each specific authorization follows a tree structure and is therefore termed an Authorization Tree, as depicted in Figure 2 . 
C. TOKEN-BASED BOOKKEEPING METHOD
Paper currency is a bearer token that adopts sophisticated anticounterfeiting printing technologies to ensure legitimacy. Traditional electronic money guarantees transaction security by introducing third-party trading intermediaries and monopolizing the right to keep records.
Any bookkeeping method must contain three aspects of information: the transaction amount, source, and whereabouts of the money. Classic double-entry bookkeeping (Pacioli, 1494) [33] involves the idea that money neither grows out of nothing nor disappears into thin air, and that where there is a debit, an equal credit exists. The bookkeeping method is the most significant design in a blockchain. The specific implementations are distinct in different blockchains.
Token-based blockchain uses a token-based bookkeeping method, and a transfer essentially changes the token's owner information. When a transaction is initiated, each member who participates in the token's circulation may confirm the operation by submitting a digital signature. The ownership updates after the verifier confirms authorizations and synchronizes the verification to other nodes. The process is depicted in Figure 3 , and a pseudo code segment of implementing a transfer operation is provided in Figure 4 .
A token's transfer only changes its owner; thus, transfers are independent of each other. This means that different token transactions are naturally paralleled. On multicore CPUs, this feature significantly improves the verifier's ability to verify transactions and write in blocks.
The verifiers or verification nodes are determined by the votes of stakeholders. In practice, Byzantine Fault Tolerance -Delegated Proof of Stake (BFT-DPOS) is adopted as the consensus algorithm. The DPOS has been proven to meet the requirements of blockchain applications. Under this algorithm, all stakeholders can choose a block producer (BP) through a continuous voting system. Any node has a chance to be the BP if it receives sufficient votes from the stakeholders. Currently, in our practical application, 15 verification nodes have been successfully distributed worldwide. With the expansion of the system scale, this number will increase accordingly.
In the token-based bookkeeping method, transactions essentially just change the ownership information. Even in transferring FT, the traditional account-balance method is not used. Instead, tokens are issued in different denominations and traded as electronic cheques. Each token has attribute pairs for the denomination and balance of the cheque. Thus, FT transactions are equivalent to issuing new electronic cheques within the legal amount range.
IV. USE CASES A. SPECIFIC ROLLBACK
Compared with the account-based bookkeeping method, the token-based design provides each token its own identity. VOLUME 7, 2019 Furthermore, it is impossible for the system to have two identical legal tokens, which is crucial for high security applications.
Known as a representative of Blockchain 3.0, EOS rolled back approximately 300 blocks on January 15, 2019. This not only hit EOS hard but also seriously affected the security of exchanges. A major on-going problem with the Bitcoin blockchain is 51% attacks, which cause rollbacks once they occur. Conflux [34] , a new and high-profile consensus mechanism, was implemented in the framework of Bitcoin, and therefore its block-generation algorithm follows Proof of Work (POW). The experimental data provided by Conflux show that the confirmation time is 4.5 to 7.4 minutes and the transaction speed breaks 6000 TPS, which is 11.62 times that of GHOST (Greedy Heaviest Observed Subtree) or Bitcoin, and 3.84 times that of Algorand [35] .
Conflux's idea of preventing double spending is the same as that of Bitcoin. Because the order of transactions in Conflux is determined by the pivot chain, attackers need to change the order of the blocks in the pivot chain to reverse the confirmed transactions. Thus, 51% attacks can still cause double spending in Conflux. Algorand's approach is to measure the users' weight according to their funds. If the total weight of honest users reaches a certain proportion, that is, if honest users have more than two thirds of the money, then forks and double spending can be avoided.
In Token-based design, each token, either FT or NFT, has a permanent ID, which plays a vital role in resisting attacks.
1) RESIST ATTACKS FROM NEW USERS
When a new user attempts to double-spend and launches 51% attacks, the tokens held by new users are more likely to arouse a buyer's vigilance. If the buyer senses a problem, he can refuse to trade immediately.
2) PREVENT ATTACKS FROM OLD USERS
For the old users, whether the double spending is stems from unintentional network causes, or the first evil after deliberate latency, the transaction records can still be quickly traced through Token ID. A token's uniqueness contributes to the efficient tracing of its relative trading history including timestamps and traders, even if the tokens were transacted fast. In this situation, system only needs to trace the relevant tokens, and adjusts the block records partially after reconnection instead of global rollback to prevent actual losses. Afterwards, we can punish the malicious double spending users by restricting their operations and so forth.
3) AVOID GLOBAL ROLLBACKS
Rollback has always been a controversial issue in blockchains. Current blockchain systems usually claim that they are tamper-proof, though they also support rollbacks. Although rollback causes great damage to the credibility of a public chain, to recover as much of a large loss as possible, rollbacks are an inevitable recovery step in the aftermath of an attack. In addition to attacks, transaction errors may also cause rollbacks. For example, a poor network or other nonsubjective reasons can result in double spending or transaction conflicts, such as when some transactions were not written in the block in time, but the tokens were spent. In the proposed TBBT design, because each token has a unique and clear ID, it can achieve specific rollback in a limited domain. The process is detailed in Figure 5 . Locking suspicious transactions according to the involved tokens and executing a specific rollback locally will not affect other nonrelated transactions. The specific rollback information will be updated in subsequent blocks. This specific rollback would not be effectively implemented in traditional account-based or UTXO schemes. With respect to a token's strongly-related functions, we have defined the standardized universal token structure, which considerably increases efficiency and exhibits substantial safety performance. Although the types of tokens can be abundant and theoretically unlimited, the universal token structure enables the system or any third-party organization to audit them by following the same principles. As the system only approves a single form of smart contract, this avoids complicated auditing and security implications that occur as a consequence of multiple forms.
The essence of the smart contract and safe contract is computer program code that automatically transfers assets according to the contract conditions. The difference is that Contract of a smart contract, which is similar to the class in a high-level program language, allows each user to customize a new Contract object, further defining details in functions of transferFrom, balanceOf, approve, and allowance, according to the ERC standard [36] . A smart contract requires users to have a good programming foundation. Once the contract is released, it is visible to the entire network and cannot be changed. If a loophole is detected, it is difficult to modify or remedy it in time. The safe contract we use in practice is based on a balance of convenience and security. This contract allows users to define methods; however, they need to follow the specifications and restrictions strictly or the methods cannot be functional. Consequently, users can greatly reduce the probability of bugs when using safe contracts compared with writing smart contracts with high flexibility and weak specifications.
Third parties can provide many services based on the authorization management. For example, in Figure 6 , Company C specializes in password protection services, and Alice fears that she has forgotten or lost the private key to her own token. Alice can manage the transfer permission of the domain to Owner (1), Group C (1), and set the threshold to 1. In this case, if Alice has forgotten her private key and cannot obtain the authorization by herself, she can still obtain the authorization via Group C if she proves her identity as Alice (through an identity card or fingerprints) to Company C. Thus, Alice can recover the token by transferring it to a new account after verification.
Group C has the ability to steal Alice's token. However, all operations are recorded on the chain, and theft would destroy Group C's credibility. This is neither a security issue nor a system vulnerability. In general, in any blockchain system, the loss of the user's private key is equivalent to losing all the tokens. In the token-based design, the system provides a viable solution. Alice agrees to use the service offered by Company C, a decision that should be made only after fully understanding and freely accepting the potential risks, rather than being forced to use an arbitrary third-party service. In short, the system provides users with more choices by opening certain flexibilities, and the decision to accept or refuse a service with potential risks is the choice of the users themselves.
B. PARALLELISM AND CROSS CHAIN
The system allows any valid user to issue a customized token that is valued by its issuer. In theory, each user can issue one or more tokens without a limit on the number of types. Token transactions only need to verify the permission of the operation and update the owner information, and these are executed in natural parallelism. Cross-chain trading does not differ fundamentally from other token transactions in a token-based system. The issuer endorses the chain assets of other blockchains when the token is issued. The token can be circulated after the verifier approves. Thus, token-based design naturally supports parallel and cross-chain transactions and does not require the additional introduction of third-party logic storage or other structures to assist in concurrent or cross-chain operations. Our system was launched on July 31, 2018, and its single-chain TPS has already exceeded 10,000. Figure 7 simulates the process of uploading an asset to the token-based blockchain. Alice wants to sell her customized asset, ABC, in the system. If the domain for ABC already exists, she can directly issue a token of that type, and the system automatically matches the operation authorization. After Alice finishes defining the token name and ownership information, the asset can be tokenized to wait for a transaction. Conversely, if there is no ABC type in the system yet, Alice must first create an ABC domain and its corresponding authorization management, and then continue to define the additional information mentioned above. Figure 8 shows the cross-chain token trading process. Alice has an ABC token on chain A, and Bob owns an XYZ token on chain B. Both chains are token-based designs, and thus both ABC and XYZ are in line with the universal token structure. Alice and Bob are on the verge of exchanging their tokens. The values of the two tokens are supported by their endorsements, and both transaction parties can determine whether to close the transaction by consulting the historical ownership or authorization management team of the tokens.
After both parties agree to the transaction, they initiate the transfer operation on their chain. If both parties satisfy the requirements of the transfer permission, then they simultaneously update the owner information of the two tokens, and the transaction is successful. If either permission fails to satisfy the threshold or fails to update the ownership, then the information of both tokens remains in pre-transaction status. Figure 9 simulates an application scenario in which two users hold the same token. The matrimonial assets belong to the FIGURE 7. Flowchart of uploading customized token using TBBT. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 8. Flowchart of cross-chain transaction using TBBT. Either token is defined in universal token structure and cross-chain transactions are similar to regular ones in terms of consequences. FIGURE 9. Authorization tree structure of token exhibiting more than one owner. two parties. If the assets obtained after the marriage need to be transferred, the spouses must agree to sign before they can initiate the transfer. As shown in Figure 8 , the token owners correspond to Alice and Andy, and each possesses a weight of 1. The owner's group exhibits a permission threshold of 2, which means that both Alice and Andy must agree to sign to satisfy the threshold requirements. If the owner group successfully initiates the transfer operation, Group A and Group B are required to issue approvals before the operation can be successfully executed and confirmed.
C. REGULATORY-FRIENDLY
Specifically, if the token in the above case corresponds to real estate, the involved regulators can include banks, housing, and management bureaus. Additionally, different departments exhibit different priorities and can be invited to participate in the multi-sign operation. Different regulatory departments have different emphases and corresponding weights that can effectively achieve strong supervision. Furthermore, the system can provide users with bonus points instead of digital currencies, in accordance with the demands of applied regulations. In many other application scenarios, only weak supervision is required. Therefore, there is no need to set up regulators to participate in multi-signature, and system only needs to report the notification regularly or according to requirements. The balance between supervision and user transaction privacy depends on the authority management mechanism defined by the token issuer in a given application scenario, and issuers can adjust and update the authority tree according to the actual situation. Additionally, ownership can be hidden with encryption algorithm and/or zero-knowledge proof protocol.
In the future, any link in supervision can be processed in the authority tree. We will support scripted authority nodes, which will allow for adding custom authentication methods such as KYC, in addition to the function of public key verification. An authority node represents a verification process. These scripts are defined by issuers as well. In this way, system will provide users with controllable flexibility, which is Turing's incomplete, to balance functional and security demands.
The UTXO maintains records of addresses and their balances; thus, it is difficult to correspond a certain token to an owner. Although the account-based accounting method is convenient for accessing ownerships, it is complicated to determine the history from the perspective of the asset flow. A relevant regulator-from the perspective of token circulation, ownership, or authorizations-can use the token-based bookkeeping method in conjunction with flexible authorization management to conveniently and effectively access information and quickly determine the entire transaction history of the token. Furthermore, the regulatory department can adjust the level of supervision based on the actual situation by changing the corresponding parameters of authorization management within the group.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Current BTs suffer from security risks, low parallel efficiencies, and difficulties in implementing regulations. Thus, they are confined to certain financial application scenarios. Bitcoin adopts UTXO and POW, which only support currency transactions and exhibit poor scalability and low execution efficiency. In addition, 51% attacks present a substantial security risk. Ethereum adopts an account-based accounting method, and the consensus mechanism still corresponds to POW in essence. Ethereum later introduced smart contracts which are used by various BTs including EOS to enhance scalability; however, user-defined smart contracts are also vulnerable to meaningful security risks [37] - [43] .
To thoroughly address these existing problems, we proposed a BT and system based on tokens. First, this system exhibits high security via a universal token structure, and each token's identity deters double spending caused by 51% attacks. In addition, the proposed system does not involve complex cross-chain technology, and the authorization management mechanism provides users with the opportunity to retrieve tokens.
Second, the design of the bottom layer naturally supports parallelism with respect to the main net TPS of a single chain exceeding 10,000. Theoretically, the parallelism can be extended without limit. The proposed token-based bookkeeping method only requires verifications and updates of ownership, facilitating easy inspection and high efficiency.
Third, the unified token structure facilitates auditions, the token-based bookkeeping method enables the system to easily track token histories, and the flexible right management mechanism invites the regulatory authorities to participate in multi-sign operations. Regulators can adjust the intensity of supervision at any time. The token-based blockchain supports the implementation of KYC and is conducive to the realization of principle-based regulations. Therefore, the system exhibits the characteristic of regulatory friendliness [44] - [47] .
A possible limitation of the unified token structure is that it is potentially difficult to apply the same structure to a few extremely complex scenarios; although, in reality, not every design can fulfill 100% of the application demands. We assert that the proposed token-based design can satisfy the majority of needs in a streamlined, fast, and safe manner.
With the development of this system, we plan to introduce artificial intelligence (AI) technology to completely resolve this limitation in the future. Specifically, technology related to natural language processing (NLP) can be used to convert smart contracts into safe contracts, i.e., to formulate contract content in natural language that is easy for humans to understand, and subsequently convert rules into machine code to be executed via AI technology. Thus, the contract logic can be more user-friendly, making it easier for individuals to determine problems, as opposed to the current definitions at the code level. The combination of both AI and TBBT has the potential to break through the problems of users' coding comprehension skills and avoid the security issues caused by logic loops at the code level.
